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Serviette Technique combined with Mosaic 2017/18

Instruction
T001K005

Material Used Article Number Quantity
Wooden Coaster - Square approx. 200 x 200 x 7 mm, set of 2 465628 1 

Wooden Coaster - Square approx. 110 x 110 x 7 mm, set of 2 412739 1

Wooden Coaster - Round approx. ø 110 x 7 mm, set of 2 517978 1

Deco & Lifestyle Hobby Paint 230 ml, white 446228 1

Deco & Lifestyle Hobby Paint, 230 ml, aqua blue 608389 1

Deco & Lifestyle Hobby Paint 230 ml, stone grey 446332 1

Serviette Set - Harmony approx. 330 x 330 mm, set of 20 612380 1

Art Potch - Deco-Glue, 150 ml 451373 1 

Cold Glaze-Set 50 ml 437939 2

Mosaic Softglass - Square 10 x 10 mm, 200 g 506414 1

Glass Nuggets, ø approx. 10 - 12 mm, 100 g = approx. 90 pieces, crystal clear 619393 1

Glass Nuggets, ø approx. 15 - 20 mm, 100 g = approx. 22 pieces, crystal clear 619382 2

Mosaic Grout, 250g, white 539686 2

Reeves - Fine Acrylic Colours 75 ml, cobalt blue 442190 1

Reeves - Fine Acrylic Colours 75 ml, medium grey 453467 1

Mosaic/Acrylic Glue, 80 ml, transparent 539697 1 

Recommended Tools
Disposable Protective Gloves, 100 pieces, Size M 936396 1

Disposable Protective Gloves, 100 pieces, Size L 942458 alternati-
vely

Tools Required
Working pad, kitchen roll,  bristle brush, soft bristle brush, scissors, disposable gloves, measuring 
cup, mixing bowl, spatula, sponge, cloth
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Paint front side of coaster back panel and frame with white paint 
and allow to dry. (On the white paint the serviette pattern shows 
best effect later. You can paint the frame in a different colour.)

Cut serviette to size of the back panel. 

Separate uppermost printed layer of serviette from two 
lower layers.

Place the backside of the serviette motif (uppermost layer) on the 
white primed panel. (The motif faces upwards).
Spread deco glue onto the motif starting from the center and 
allow to dry.

Attach the frame (to the front side of the back panel) using glue.
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Mix the cold glaze according to product description.

Place the transparent mosaic tiles immediately into the moist 
glaze. 
Allow the glaze layer to dry.

Let the glaze run over the serviette motif into the coaster depres-
sion within the frame. 
IMPORTANT! The cold glaze layer should not be too thick for grou-
ting later without problems.
Spread the glaze layer evenly in the interior of the coaster. 

Grout the mosaic area with mosaic grout.
This means mix grout (according to product description) with a 
spatula in a mixing bowl. For colouring of the grout you can add 
some acrylic paint.
Grout whole mosaic area (use disposable gloves for spreading 
grout directly with your hands).
After approx. 15 minutes remove excess grout with a damp spon-
ge. Repeat this process several times. 
Allow to dry overnight.
Finally polish the mosaic surface 
with a dry cloth until it shines.

Have fun creating and enjoy! 
Your Opitec Creative Team!
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Transfer instruc-

tion to the other 

mosaic coasters.


